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LoMap is a colorful cross-community view of downtown NYC's diverse environment. This 
“close-up edition” of the Green Apple Map introduces youth and their families to a wealth 
of natural and cultural assets that youth wanted to celebrate and raise awareness about.  
 
LoMap is based on the nominations, drawings and descriptions made by 250 Lower 
Manhattan youth from 20 diverse schools and clubs in 2001. This map was completely 
updated in 2004, and a new tri-lingual legend was added. “We included Chinese and 
Spanish after hearing how popular this little map is with grandparents in the community, 
many of whom do not read English”, said Wendy Brawer, Green Map System’s Founding 
Director. Published in a second edition of 25,000 free copies (on recycled paper, of 
course), it’s available beginning in September 2004. 
 
Designers  and interns at Green Map System originally composed  and published LoMap 
in Spring 2001. It has appeared in numerous publications and is posted on-line at 
www.GreenAppleMap.org. The PDF edition is linked, so users can simply click any of the 
hundred web addresses and go directly to that site.  
 
NOW OUT OF PRINT! Thanks to the generous support of New York City Environmental 
Fund and Greenacre Foundation, LoMap’s 2004 edition is priceless! Pick up a free copy at 
the Union Square Greenmarket Manager Table. Or send a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to Green Map, PO Box 249, NYC 10002. We welcome requests for bulk 
quantities for classes, events, or other free distribution, email apple @greemap.org or call 
212 674 1631 
 
Created by Green Map System, LoMap's updated edition represents the 177th Green Map 
published worldwide. Today over 250 communities have active Green Map projects in 41 
countries. Visit Greenmap.org for more -- or stop in at the exhibit, Vibrant Communities 
Green Map of NYC  and the World on view at midtown's Municipal Art Society Sept 22 
through November 30, 2004. Contact Green Map System for a schedule of related forums 
and bike tours.      
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